The Revelation
Die Offenbarung

review
This book is a must for all lovers of classical music, especially Bach,
as the story revolves around an organist, Jakob Kemper, discovering
inside his instrument a forgotten manuscript of a monumental oratorio
based on the Revelation of St John the Divine, which appears to have
been written by J S Bach late in life, between the B-minor Mass
and The Art of Fugue. But it is above all the story of what then
happens to Jakob’s life. ‘Revelation’ applies not only to the score, but
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guarantee.

excessive care.
As a result of Reunification, four members of the Bach Society which
is based in the former West Germany come to inspect the organ.
Only one of them takes Jacob and the music seriously. In despair
Jakob finally puts the bag with all its contents (including, reluctantly,
Bach’s pipe, which he has been smoking), back inside the organ
where Leo found it. But is that to be the end of the matter?
A sad but also wryly entertaining story, elegantly and lucidly told.

press quotes

‘A witty, inspiring and satirical novel about music and
time.’– Nürnberger Nachrichten
‘Disarming humour, ravishingly funny dialogue and a
startling flair for slapstick.’– Berliner Zeitung

about the author
Robert Schneider was born in 1961 in Austria and now lives in
Meschach, a mountain village in the Vorarlberg. His debut
novel Schlafes Bruder (Brother of Sleep) was an international
bestseller. It has been translated into thirty-two languages and turned
into a film.
Previous works include:
Die Luftgängerin (1998); Die
Unberührten (2000); Schatten (2003); Der Papst und das
Mädchen (2001); Kristus. Das unerhörte Leben des Jan
Beukels (2004).
Translated editions of Brother of Sleep have been published by:
China (Prphet Press); France (Calman-Lévy); The Netherlands (De
Arbeiterspers); Israel (Bavel); Italy (Einaudi); Japan (Chopin); Norway
(Gyldendal); Russia (Fantakt); Spain (Tusquets); USA (Overlook) and
elsewhere.

rights information
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strong list of contemporary world literature. Recent major successes
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and Rotraut Susanne Berner. Aufbau is now an imprint of Aufbau
Verlagsgruppe GmbH.
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